The mammalian IAPs, X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein (XIAP) and cellular inhibitor of apoptosis protein 1 and 2 (cIAP1 and cIAP2), play pivotal roles in innate immune signaling and inflammatory homeostasis, often working in parallel or in conjunction at a signaling complex. IAPs direct both nucleotide-binding oligomerization domaincontaining 2 (NOD2) signaling complexes and cell death mechanisms to appropriately regulate inflammation. Although it is known that XIAP is critical for NOD2 signaling and that the loss of cIAP1 and cIAP2 blunts NOD2 activity, it is unclear whether these three highly related proteins can compensate for one another in NOD2 signaling or in mechanisms governing apoptosis or necroptosis. This potential redundancy is critically important, given that genetic loss of XIAP causes both very early onset inflammatory bowel disease and X-linked lymphoproliferative syndrome 2 (XLP-2) and that the overexpression of cIAP1 and cIAP2 is linked to both carcinogenesis and chemotherapeutic resistance. Given the therapeutic interest in IAP inhibition and the potential toxicities associated with disruption of inflammatory homeostasis, we used synthetic biology techniques to examine the functional redundancies of key domains in the IAPs. From this analysis, we defined the features of the IAPs that enable them to function at overlapping signaling complexes but remain independent and functionally exclusive in their roles as E3 ubiquitin ligases in innate immune and inflammatory signaling.
INTRODUCTION
Since its original discovery in 1993 by Crook et al. (1) , the inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) family of proteins has been the subject of intense scrutiny. Conserved across a wide variety of species (2), the mammalian family of IAP proteins was originally described and understood for its role in preventing cell death (3) (4) (5) . Since then, the three most widely studied IAP proteins X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis (XIAP), cellular inhibitor of apoptosis 1 (cIAP1), and cIAP2 have been revealed as crucial E3 ubiquitin ligases of the innate immune system, controlling cellular and organismal responses to pathogens (6, 7) , most prominently through tumor necrosis factor (TNF) or nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing 1 (NOD1) and NOD2 signaling.
The roles of the IAP proteins in NOD signaling have been controversial. A genetic study suggests that cIAP1 and cIAP2 are essential for NOD activity (8) , although this study has the caveat that genetic deletion of cIAP1 also deleted the gene encoding caspase-11 (9) . Other studies suggest that all of the IAPs can ubiquitylate all members of the receptor-interacting protein kinase (RIPK) family (10) and that the loss of cIAP1 partially, but not completely, abrogates NOD-driven cytokine release (11) . Despite these findings, human genetic evidence suggests that XIAP is the key driver of NOD signaling (12, 13) . XIAP is genetically lost in the inflammatory diseases X-linked lymphoproliferative disorder 2 (XLP2) and very early onset inflammatory bowel disease (VEO-IBD), and patients with mutations in the BIR2 domain of XIAP or patients with deletion mutations in XIAP show defective NOD2 signaling (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . Despite this, careful genetic dissection has shown that not all XLP-2 or VEO-IBD mutations cause NOD2 signaling defects (20) and that, while complete XIAP genetic loss ablates NOD2 activation, modest NOD2 activity remains after loss of cIAP1 or cIAP2 and is only markedly blunted upon loss of both (8, 11) . Given these somewhat contradictory findings, it remains unknown whether loss of a single IAP protein can be compensated for by the presence of increased abundance of one of the other family members or whether individual domains of the IAPs are driving signal transduction specificity.
In addition to their role at the NOD2 signaling complex, as originally described, XIAP, cIAP1, and cIAP2 each participates in restricting cell death. XIAP, cIAP1, and cIAP2 are known to be critical regulators of diverse cell death programs initiated by the RIPKs (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . The importance of intact inhibition of these cell death programs is evident when they are lost genetically, resulting in embryonic lethality and severe organismal dysfunction (21, (27) (28) (29) . As with IAP function at the NOD2 complex, it remains unknown whether alternate expression of one IAP can compensate for loss of another within these signaling pathways. Furthermore, given the emerging interest in pharmacologically targeting the RIPK family (30) , the NOD2 signaling complex (31) (32) (33) , and a long-standing interest in IAP inhibition in cancer chemotherapy (27, 28, 34, 35) , understanding the interdependence of IAP protein activity and whether their functions within the NOD2 signaling pathway can be separated from their roles in inhibiting cell death remains a central question in IAP biology. To address these questions, we generated a genetically isolated set of IAP-knockout cell lines using clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/ CRISPR-associated 9 (CRISPR/Cas9) and reconstituted the cells with native or chimeric IAP proteins, which revealed redundant and unique functions among the proteins and that the inability to completely separate IAP activity at the NOD2 complex from IAP-mediated inhibition of cell death contributes to inflammatory pathogenesis. redundancy in NOD2 signaling (8, (10) (11) (12) (13) , we wanted to investigate IAP protein function in a genetically isolated setting. To this end, we attempted to generate single, double, and triple knockouts of the three IAP proteins-XIAP, cIAP1, and cIAP2-using a lentiviral CRISPR/Cas9 system (36) . After transduction of HT29 cells with lentivirus carrying single-guide RNA (sgRNA) targeting cIAP1 (Fig. 1 , upper left), XIAP (Fig. 1, upper middle) , or cIAP2 (Fig. 1, upper right) , individual clones that displayed markedly reduced or complete absence of the targeted IAP protein were detected in a significant proportion of tested clones [IAP1 (9 of 12 clones), XIAP (10 of 11 clones), and cIAP2 (13 of 13 clones) (Fig. 1, "single knockout") ]. This high rate of individual IAP loss indicated that cells could readily tolerate the loss of a single IAP protein family member. We next wanted to test whether the loss of two IAP proteins would be similarly well tolerated. To generate double knockouts, we pooled cells with undetectable XIAP protein to generate a stable knockout XIAP cell line. This XIAPknockout line was then stably infected with lentivirus targeting either cIAP1 or cIAP2 [ Fig. 1 , "double knockout" (left and right, respectively)]. Although the efficiency of genetically disrupting the abundance of a second IAP protein was slightly decreased, clones exhibiting substantially decreased or undetectable protein of the second targeted IAP were readily detected-XIAP/cIAP1 (8 of 13 clones) and XIAP/cIAP2 (8 of 13 clones). To then generate a triple-knockout cell line, we pooled cells lacking detectable XIAP and cIAP1 to produce a stable cell line with undetectable XIAP and cIAP1 protein. This double-knockout cell line was then stably transduced with lentivirus containing sgRNA targeting cIAP2. To our surprise, no clones that exhibited even a modest reduction in cIAP2 abundance relative to a parental nontargeted control line were detected. On the contrary, all tested clones exhibited substantially increased cIAP2 as detected by Western blotting (Fig. 1, " triple knockout"). This result suggests that XIAP and cIAP1 regulate cIAP2 posttranscriptionally, each capable of maintaining low cIAP2 protein abundance. More broadly, given that previous results in whole-body knockout mice required isolation of IAP-null cells from embryonic livers or lineage restriction of IAP loss in combination with TNF inhibition (21, 29) , our results strongly suggest that at least one of three IAP proteins-XIAP, cIAP1, or cIAP2-is required for cell survival. cIAP1 and cIAP2 cannot sustain nuclear factor B activity when XIAP is genetically lost Given that cIAP1, cIAP2, and XIAP function collectively in a number of convergent innate signaling pathways (8, 11-13, 21-24, 29, 37, 38) and that expression of at least one of these three IAP proteins appears to be required for cell (Fig. 1, triple knockout) and organismal survival (21, 29) , we hypothesized that, when a single IAP protein is absent, the other two IAP proteins are able to compensate, recovering functional activity at signaling complexes known to use the absent IAP protein. In addition to our findings above, this is suggested by the literature in which small interfering RNA-mediated knockdown of cIAP1 resulted in a partial loss of NOD2 signaling, chemical inhibition of cIAP1-blunted NOD2 responses, and mouse genetic systems where cIAP1 or cIAP2 genetic loss resulted in a dramatic loss of NOD2 signaling (8, 11) . Because genetic loss of XIAP is an important mediator of both VEO-IBD and XLP-2 and presents with a wide range manifestations across a broad age range (14-18, 39, 40) , we hypothesized that this varied presentation may be accounted for by variable compensation by another IAP family member. Therefore, we chose to initially test whether stable increased abundance of cIAP1 or cIAP2 could functionally recover NOD2 signaling to nuclear factor B (NF-B) and restrict the TNF-induced cell death that is lost with genetic XIAP deletion.
To answer this question, we used a lentiviral construct recently developed in our laboratory, which produces XIAP at near-endogenous abundance (20, 41) . XIAP-knockout human embryonic kidney-293T (HEK293T) cells, immortalized bone marrow-derived macrophage (iBMDM), and DC2.4 cell lines were transduced with a lentiviral construct containing cassettes for myc-tagged XIAP, cIAP1, cIAP2, or their respective E3 ligase inactive variants ( Fig. 2A and fig. S1 , A to C Single and double IAP knockouts were readily detected (top and middle), but no triple knockouts were detected ("?", bottom). Neg, nontargeted CRISPR/ Cas9 control; Neg*, the same CRISPR/Cas9 cell line was used as a Western blot control in the right double-knockout blot and the triple-knockout blot. Single-knockout: cIAP1, n = 12 clones; XIAP, n = 11 clones; and cIAP2, n = 13 clones. Double-knockout: XIAP/cIAP1, n = 13 clones and XIAP/cIAP2, n = 13 clones. Triple knockout, n = clones.
control Western blot). To then determine whether recovery of NOD2-induced NF-B activity could be elicited by stimulation of endogenous NOD2, DC2.4 cells stably expressing WT XIAP, cIAP1, cIAP2, or their respective ligase-deficient variants (fig. S1B) were stimulated with L18-MDP for 3 hours, and the expression of the NOD2-responsive NF-B-driven gene IRG1 was analyzed. In contrast to the overexpression luciferase assay, only WT XIAP was able to support L18-MDP-induced NOD2 activation of IRG1 expression significantly above the empty vector-reconstituted control line (Fig. 2C) . We have previously identified IRG1 as a reproducible and specific transcript induced upon NOD2 activation (31) . To confirm IRG1 as a reliable transcript induced upon NOD2 activation in the DC2.4 cell lines used throughout the work presented here, expression of IL6 was also examined and found to match the IRG1 expression pattern, facilitating the use of IRG1 as a specific readout of NOD2-induced transcriptional activity ( fig. S2 ). Similarly, after confirming that L18-MDPinduced signaling was markedly blunted in the XIAP-knockout iBMDM cells ( fig. S3 ), XIAP-knockout iBMDM cells reconstituted with the native and ligase-deficient IAP proteins (fig. S1C) showed robust and sustained phosphorylation of NF-B inhibitor  (IB) only in the presence of WT XIAP. Both cIAP1 and cIAP2 could initiate phosphorylation of IB but were unable to maintain sustained IB phosphorylation at all time points (Fig. 2D ). This suggests a partial redundancy at the initiation stage but not at the sustained activity stage.
It has been difficult to separate XIAP's role in NOD2 signaling with its role in controlling cell death programs (19, 20, 23, 24) . To examine whether cIAP1 or cIAP2 could compensate for XIAP loss and continue to restrict cell death, iBMDM cells expressing cIAP1, cIAP2, or their ligase-deficient variants were stimulated with TNF and the IAP antagonist GDC-0152 to induce apoptosis. After 24 hours of stimulation, cIAP1 but not cIAP2 expression resulted in a significant increase in cell viability that was independent of ligase activity ( iBMDM cells resulted in less caspase-3 cleavage in response to TNF and GDC-0152 stimulation compared to the empty vector-reconstituted line (Fig. 2F) . Given that cIAP2 displayed reduced activity in these assays and that it was found in decreased abundance by Western blotting (fig S1, A to C), we assessed expression of the mRNA transcripts for each of the IAP proteins from the lentiviral construct in the iBMDM cell lines using primers specific to the synthetic transcripts expressed from the lentiviral construct. Expression of the mRNA transcript for cIAP2 was not significantly different from the expression of the mRNA transcript for XIAP, indicating that the protein abundance seen by Western blot was determined posttranscriptionally, is unique to the individual IAP proteins, and was not driven by cryptic silencing of lentiviral mRNA expression ( fig. S4 ). This result implies that cIAP2 expression and activity is tightly regulated by posttranscriptional events, either by control of translation or posttranslational mechanisms, and cannot be directly increased by increasing mRNA abundance. In addition, as seen from Fig. 1 , its abundance is potentially directly controlled by the combined activity of cIAP1 and XIAP.
Collectively, these findings suggest that there are circumstances under which NOD2 signaling and cell death pathways can be separated. Our data indicate that cIAP1 can partially compensate for XIAP loss both in the cell death arena and partially in NOD2 signaling and are further suggestive that this feature of cIAP1 is not dependent on E3 ligase activity. Notably, whereas cIAP1's compensation for XIAP at the NOD2 complex requires E3 ligase activity, its compensation in suppressing cell death does not. This could be due to a difference in the biochemical manner in which IAPs inhibit caspase activity, a role for cIAP1 in non-enzymatic scaffolding and protein recruitment or, given that these cell lines still retain endogenous cIAP1 and cIAP2, a complex interaction between ligase-deficient cIAP1 and the native cIAP1 (or cIAP2), promoting increased endogenous cIAP1 or cIAP2 activity. Nonetheless, although neither cIAP1 nor cIAP2 can completely compensate for loss of NOD2 signaling when XIAP is genetically lost, enforced expression of cIAP1 can partially compensate for the increased cell death present in XIAP-knockout cells albeit in an E3 ligase activity-independent manner. XIAP's second BIR domain maintains initial, but not sustained, NOD2 signaling Despite the fact that at least one IAP is required for cell viability (Fig. 1) , the results above (Fig. 2) suggest that there are unique features of XIAP that fine tunes cell death and signaling responses, which is not present in cIAP1 nor cIAP2. The second BIR domain of XIAP appears critical for its cellular function to mediate both NOD2 signaling and cell death resistance (12, 13, 15, 19, 20, 42) . In addition, XIAP's second BIR domain critically differentiates it from cIAP1 and cIAP2 by aiding in the direct inhibition of capase-3, capase-7, and capase-9 (42-47). Thus, the second BIR domain of XIAP relative to the BIR domains of cIAP1 and cIAP2 appears to be a uniquely functioning unit. To formally test whether the second BIR domain confers unique functionality to XIAP, we replaced the second BIR domain of cIAP1 and cIAP2 with that of XIAP (Fig. 3A) . We then stably expressed these chimeric cIAP1 and cIAP2 proteins in XIAP-knockout cells to determine whether they could compensate for the loss of XIAP ( fig. S5, A to C) . Overexpression of HA-tagged NOD2 in the presence of a NF-B-driven luciferase demonstrated that WT XIAP and cIAP1 containing XIAP's BIR2 domain were capable of coordinating NOD2-induced activation of NF-B-driven transcription significantly above that of the empty vector-reconstituted line in an E3 ligase-dependent manner (Fig. 3B and fig. S5D ). Similar to results with the native IAP proteins, only WT XIAP was capable of coordinating L18-MDPinduced transcription of IRG1 significantly above that of the empty vector-reconstituted line after 3 hours of treatment (Fig. 3C) . Biochemical assessment of signaling showed that L18-MDP-induced phosphorylation of IB was induced in all IAPs that contained the XIAP BIR2 domain; however, this signaling was only sustained longterm in iBMDMs that stably expressed WT XIAP (Fig. 3D) . Only the cIAP1 chimeric protein and its ligase-deficient variant were capable of limiting cell death elicited by the loss of XIAP when examined for both cell viability (Fig. 3E ) and caspase-3 cleavage (Fig. 3F) . These findings suggest that the BIR2 domain of XIAP is not the only required domain for NOD2 signaling, and its presence is not sufficient to confer new activity to cIAP1 and cIAP2. Although either cIAP1 or cIAP1 containing XIAP's second BIR2 domain could support NF-B-driven transcription when NOD2 was overexpressed and could coordinate L18-MDP-induced phosphorylation of IB, their inability to facilitate L18-MDP-induced transcription of IRG1 indicates that specific functions of XIAP at the NOD2 complex cannot be recovered by either other IAPs or simply by the activity of XIAP's second BIR domain. However, when coupled to the results described above (Fig. 2) , these results further support an E3 ligase-independent, shared cell death resistance phenotype between cIAP1 and XIAP.
The complete BIR domain architecture works in concert with a functionally redundant RING domain to confer unique IAP protein activity
Because XIAP's second BIR domain was incapable of conferring XIAP's complete functionality on cIAP1 and cIAP2, we hypothesized that the three BIR domains of the IAP proteins function as a collective unit, conferring unique activity to each protein. This is supported by data indicating that mutation to a single BIR domain (15, 19, 20) and SMAC mimetic compounds that bind only a single BIR domain of an IAP protein impairs near-complete protein function (28, (48) (49) (50) . Furthermore, the high degree of sequence homology and near-identical structural homology of the RING domains of XIAP, cIAP1, and cIAP2 ( fig. S6, A and B) , and the fact that they all conjugate ubiquitin to the RIPKs (10), supports the notion that the RING domains may be functionally redundant and only exert IAP specific effects when coupled to a unique set of BIR domains.
To examine whether the RING domains perform convergent function that could be transferred from one IAP to another, we generated a set of constructs in which the RING domain of XIAP was either deleted (XIAP E438X) or replaced by the RING domain of cIAP1 (XIAP-cIAP1-RING) or cIAP2 (XIAP-cIAP2-RING). As described above, WT XIAP, ligase-deficient XIAP, and XIAP RING chimeric proteins (Fig. 4A) were expressed in XIAP-knockout cells ( fig. S7, A to C) , and the ability of these proteins to rescue XIAP function was examined. HEK293T cells expressing XIAP and variants ( fig. S7A) were transfected with HA-tagged NOD2 and a NF-B-driven luciferase reporter construct. Each XIAP protein with a functional RING domain was capable of coordinating NF-B activity in response to NOD2 significantly above the empty reconstitution cell line. Notably, XIAPcIAP1-RING and XIAP-cIAP2-RING were both able to activate NF-B comparable to WT XIAP, and this activity was dependent on RING E3 ligase activity, given that their respective ligase-deficient mutants were incapable of coordinating NF-B activity above that of the empty vector-reconstituted cell line (Fig. 4B and fig. S7D ).
The ability of chimeric XIAP proteins harboring cIAP1's or cIAP2's RING domain to coordinate NOD2 was further confirmed in XIAPknockout DC2.4 cells stably expressing the chimeric proteins ( fig. S7B ). After stimulation with L18-MDP for 3 hours, mRNA was isolated, and induction of IRG1 expression was assessed by real-time qPCR. As was seen in the luciferase assay, XIAP, XIAP-cIAP1-RING, and XIAP-cIAP2-RING each efficiently coordinated transcription of the NOD2 target gene IRG1 (Fig. 4C ). This was further tested by signaling experiments performed in iBMDM cells similarly reconstituted with the XIAP RING chimeric proteins ( fig. S7C ). After stimulation with L18-MDP for 0, 30, 60, or 120 min, the RING chimeric proteins were able to coordinate a sustained increase in the abundance of phosphorylated IB comparable to that promoted by WT XIAP (Fig. 4D) . To determine whether the XIAP RING-chimeric proteins also had the capacity to restrict TNF-induced cell death, iBMDM cells were stimulated with TNF and GDC-0152 to induce apoptosis. After 24 hours of treatment, XIAP-cIAP1-RING and XIAP-cIAP2-RING each restricted cell death as efficiently as WT XIAP (Fig. 4E) . The ability of the RING chimeric proteins to suppress cell death was congruent with their capacity to restrict caspase-3 cleavage in a RING catalytic-dependent manner, as each ligase-deficient RING chimeric protein displayed an inability to restrict cell death and caspase-3 cleavage (Fig. 4, E and F) . To further confirm that this was not a cell type-specific phenomenon, the XIAP-knockout HT29 cell line was reconstituted with the XIAP RING variants ( fig. S8A ) and then examined for their capacity to suppress cell death and restrict caspase-3 cleavage. In agreement with XIAP RING variant activity in iBMDM cells, HT29 cells harboring XIAP-cIAP1-RING and XIAP-cIAP2-RING suppressed cell death ( fig. S8B ) and restricted caspase-3 cleavage ( fig. S8C ) as efficiently as WT. Collectively, these results demonstrate that the RING domain of cIAP1 and cIAP2 is each capable of replacing the catalytic capacity of the native XIAP RING domain.
DISCUSSION
Our findings answer several outstanding questions regarding IAP function at critical innate signaling complexes and provide fresh insight into the roles of IAP protein domains. It demonstrates that, while XIAP, cIAP1, and cIAP2 all play a role in NOD2 signaling (8, (11) (12) (13) , they do not serve identical functions because only cIAP1 can partially recover XIAP function. Consistent with previous findings (20) , it highlights the interconnected nature of IAP function in NOD2 complex activation and cell death inhibition, because separation was only partially achieved with loss of XIAP and stable expression of either cIAP1 or ligase-deficient cIAP1. Furthermore, given that introduction of XIAP's second BIR domain preserved cell death inhibition by cIAP1 and did not markedly alter its capacity to coordinate NOD2 activity, it is likely that the complete BIR domain architecture and other protein scaffolding domains in the IAP proteins, such as the UBA and CARD domains, and not the RING domains facilitate their unique activity in NOD2 coordination and cell death inhibition. This is further substantiated by the results presented here that demonstrate the interchangeable nature of the IAP RING domains. XIAP   XIAP H467A   H467A   BIR1  BIR2  BIR3  UBA  RING   XIAP E438X BIR1   BIR2  BIR3  UBA   BIR1  BIR2  BIR3  UBA  c1-RING   H588A   BIR1  BIR2  BIR3  UBA  c1-RING   BIR1  BIR2  BIR3  UBA  c2-RING   H574A   BIR1  BIR2  BIR3  UBA  c2- Collectively, the data presented here provide strong evidence that the major determinant of unique IAP protein function is established not by the RING domain but rather by the triplet of BIR domains within each IAP protein. Although the data here cannot rule out that other domains, such as the UBA and CARD domains, within the IAP proteins also play a critical role, it makes a compelling case as to the critical importance and distinct nature of the BIR domains. Because complete XIAP function is only restored when XIAP's complete set of three BIR domains is transferred to cIAP1's or cIAP2's RING domain, it is likely that the three BIR domains of an IAP protein function as a unit to differentiate activity of the redundant RING domain in concert with other scaffolding and protein-protein interaction domains (Fig. 5) . This is supported by our finding of the high degree of sequence and structure homology of the three RING domains, the previously reported mechanism of ubiquitin transfer by the RING domain (51, 52) , and our findings that all of the IAP RING domains coupled to XIAP's set of BIR domains function equivalently at the NOD2 complex and at cell death inhibition. This insight also has implications for the broad and growing interest in pharmacologically targeting signaling from the NOD2 complex and the IAP family of proteins. By detailing the nature of the IAP protein domain functions, it provides evidence that disruption of individual IAP proteins will only be achieved by a SMAC mimetic that orthogonally disrupts an individual IAP protein's BIR domains and that this is likely to disrupt all of that IAP protein's function.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids, cells, and reagents
Immortalized murine BMDMs, originally from E. Latz (University of Bonn, Institute of Innate Immunity), were cultured as described (53) . DC2.4 dendritic cells were obtained from K. Rock under approved material transfer agreement (Department of Pathology, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, MA) and cultured as previously described (20) . XIAP, cIAP1, cIAP2, and all chimeric proteins were cloned by Gibson method (54) to a lentiviral expression plasmid (41) and virus produced in HEK293T cells with cotransfection of pMD2.G (Addgene plasmid #12259) and PsPax2 (Addgene plasmid #12260), gifts from D. Trono. LentiCrispV2 was a gift from F. Zhang (Addgene plasmid #52961). pcDNA3-HA-NOD2 was a gift from C. McDonald (Department of Pathology, Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, OH). Luciferase reporter assays were recorded on a Wallac Victor3V (PerkinElmer) using a Dual Luciferase Reporter kit (Promega). For Western blotting, proteins were detected using mouse monoclonal antibody for XIAP (BD Transduction Laboratories), mouse monoclonal antibody for OmniProbe (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), mouse polyclonal antibody for GAPDH (ProteinTech), mouse monoclonal antibody for HA-tag (BioLegend), rabbit monoclonal antibody for myc-tag, rabbit polyclonal antibody for IB, mouse monoclonal antibody for phosphorylated IB, and rabbit polyclonal antibody for caspase-3 (Cell Signaling Technology) and were used as per the manufacturer's instructions.
Cell death, quantitative reverse transcription PCR, and signaling assays
For cell death assays, after stimulation with TNF (Gold Biotechnology) and GDC-0152 (MedChem Express) for the times indicated, plates were stained with methylene blue (2 mg/ml) and were scanned (Brother MFC-J4510DW) for quantification in ImageJ. L18-MDP (Invivogen) was used for stimulation of cells in quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) and signaling assays. After extraction of mRNA and cDNA synthesis using QiaShredder, RNEasy kits, and Quantitect kits (QIAGEN), qRT-PCR was performed using primers directed to GAPDH (forward: 5′-AGGCCGGTGCTGAGTATGTC-3′; reverse: 5′-TGCCTGCTTCACCACCTTCT-3′) and IRG1 (forward: 5′-GTTTGGGGTCGACCAGACTT-3′; reverse: 5′-CAGGTCGA-G GCCAGAAAACT-3′), IAPs using the common forward primer P2A-F (forward: 5′-AGATCCATTGTGCTGGATCTAC-3′), and IAP-specific reverse primers XIAP-R (reverse: 5′-TGATGTCTGC-AGGTACACAAG-3′), cIAP1-R (reverse: 5′-TCGTGCTATCTTC-CATTATACTCTT-3′), and cIAP2-R (reverse: 5′-CAAACGTGT T-GGCGCTTT-3′) with iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad). Unless otherwise indicated, all experiments were performed a minimum of three separate times, error bars represent SEM, and statistical analysis was performed using Prism (GraphPad). For signaling experiments, cells were treated with L18-MDP (10 g/ml; Invivogen) for the indicated times. Five minutes before on-plate lysis and harvest with complete Triton X-100 lysis buffer (Cell Signaling Technology), cells were treated with 0.1 M calyculin A (Cell Signaling Technology) and probed with the indicated antibody.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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